Subject: Check of the safety of the aileron hinge pins.

Applicability: All ASW 28, LBA - Document No. 423, Serial Number 28001 through 28029, except for 28001, 28008, 28023, 28025, 28026 and 28028, which are already checked. From serial number 28030 onwards appropriate checks were done prior to delivery.

Compliance: Immediately, prior to next take-off.

Reason: During an annual inspection loose safety rivets were found, which secure the aileron hinge pins. There is the danger, that some hinge pins may move in span direction, so that they may be pushed out of the hinge in a worst case.

Action:

1) For inspection of the aileron hinges the Mylar cover on the lower wing surface must be carefully lifted. The sealing Teflon tape underneath must be cut in flight direction with a sharp knife between the head of the clevis pin and the wing side hinge fitting, just big enough, that a screw driver can tried to be entered between pin head and fitting and when entering is possible, by rotation of the screwdriver attempting to move the pin in span direction. Check at the same time, if the safety rivet is loose (see Fig. 1 & 2). When the screwdriver can not be entered and the safety rivet is tightly in place, no further action is necessary.

When all hinge pins can not be moved, the ASW 28 can be put back to operation. The small cuts in the Teflon tape can be sealed by some grease and the elastic Mylar cover must not be distorted.

2) Loose and/or not correctly engaging safety rivets must be exchanged against new blind rivets with flat round head (= Flachrundkopf in German) of the dimension diameter 2,4mm x 5 mm long, according to DIN 7337 A to secure the hinge pin. During setting the rivets apply some force to the rivets, so that they are additionally pushed into the holes. Reset the tool when necessary. Check the hinge pin and safety rivet. Now apply a new Teflon sealing tape as well as a new Mylar cover as it may have been damaged too much. Partial replacement in sections is possible.

Please fill in the attached sheet 2 of this Maintenance Instruction to prove the check and/or replacement of the safety rivets when applicable and return it or a copy to the AS factory.

Material and drawings:

Fig. 1 QR-Antriebslager / aileron actuator
Bolzen mit kl. Kopf / Clevis pin
Niet / Rivet

Fig. 2

Schraubendreher / Screwdriver

Rivets as well as sealing tape and Mylar covers are available from the factory or from the stock of our sales representatives.

Notes: All actions can be done by a competent person and must be documented in the log book.

Poppenhausen, September 05, 2001

Alexander Schleicher
GmbH & Co.

by order
(Lutz-Werner Jumfow)
Report:
Serial-No.: 28 Registration: ........ Date: ........
Check of the aileron hinges.

Findings:

Confirmation:

Herewith I certify, that the aileron hinges were checked and, when necessary the defective safety rivets have been exchanged against new ones, so that continued airworthiness of the sailplane is provided

Place and Date: .................................. Signature